
Archives & Museum staff member Donald Porter presented us a “folder” of supplier invoices/receipts 
from the Aumsville General Store from September 1899 to January 20, 1900. There are forty-three of 
them so numbered and  tidily pasted into this folder. I have only reproduced several representative 
ones here out of the 43. The first 32 carry the name of Miss M. M. (Minnie Maude) Porter, Don's 
ancestor, who managed the store before she married Claude Boone. Later nos. 33 to 43 are named 
O. C. Daley & Co.

You may find, as I did, the commodities and prices interesting. But what struck me most was how 
artfully they were done. My first impression of great calligraphy was quickly replaced by the realization 
that they must have been produced on an excellent script typewriter, probably in the agent's Chicago 
office. Two different typefaces (or typewriters) are used, one font is incredibly small, another is 
mercifully larger and more legible.

Typewriters of the time were ingenious and varied. One kind that might have been used here is 
described and illustrated at http://www.officemuseum.com/typewriters_office_models.htm  Scroll down 
on that page to: “Hammond Single-Element Typewriter.” It explains that 

“Hammonds do not use type-bars. Rather, all the type is on a C-shaped rubber type-shuttle. . . .   
When a key is struck, the type-shuttle rotates so that the desired letter is positioned in front of the 
paper. A hammer located behind the paper then moves forward and, from the rear, drives the paper 
against the ribbon and the type. . . . Over 100 different type-shuttles were available for the 
Hammond, and the operator could easily change fonts and languages. In 1888, Hammond also 
advertised metal faced type-shuttles for use in typing manifolds, or multiple carbon copies.”

The “letterheads” on the pre-printed multiple carbon copy forms were individually engraved for the 
various “jobbers” (wholesalers) represented by the Chicago agent. Some specialized in groceries, 
some in lumber, etc. The merchandise would have arrived in Aumsville by rail, the typed forms by mail, 
of course.
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The end


